N

ot quite the last word in DHSB Today but perhaps the penultimate. You will be aware that
Dan Roberts will take up post as Headteacher from September following a well-run and demanding
campaign to find my successor. It felt strange to be at one remove from the process but I felt fortunate to
be a proud onlooker as the school made its decision. Staff, students, Governors and friends of the school
all had their say; everyone knew exactly what they were doing. You'll be able to read more from Mr Roberts later in this edition.
The DfE rather belatedly acknowledged the importance of "Character Building" in schools in the last few
months. At DHSB this appeared to be an act of stating the totally obvious. We have always encouraged,
supported, and financed the activities that lead to our students gaining experience and confidence. In fact,
we have often done this in the face of challenges and hurdles raised by the DfE.
One memorable example of our success in this area was reflected in my invitation to be a VIP guest at St James's Palace for a
Duke of Edinburgh Gold Award ceremony last month. I was able to meet HRH and pay tribute to our Centre Manager Mr Huq
who has trebled the numbers of boys taking the Bronze award in a single year. We were also able to catch up with Old Boy
Owen Rees as he collected his Gold Award.
Our sporting success has been unprecedented this year and again you’ll get a further flavour in
the later pages. Our dedicated staff have coached and led teams to County and National
Honours already this year and even as this goes to print we have the chance of further silverware with teams in the latter stages of competitions. Sport is a great leveller. I have learnt many
of life's most important lessons on the sports field - and continue to do so.
I hope you enjoy this celebration of the school’s unique character.
Kieran Earley

W

e place a high value on the support and guidance that
our older students are able to give our younger
learners and I’m pleased to headline our new academic
mentoring programme. Mrs Marsh is introducing the
programme where 40 members of our Sixth Form will work
regularly with selected Year 10 and 11 students; the aim
being to enable our learners to realise their potential and
achieve their learning goals.
Sixth Form student Charlie Fethney said, “This is a great
opportunity to put something back into a school that has
supported me so well. Additionally, it will be a fantastic
achievement to put on my CV which will help when applying
to university or for employment. It will give me the experience
of working with another person, and I will be able to see them
develop and progress under my guidance.”
Jonathan Brown added, “For me, the main reason for getting
involved is to give something back to the school community. It
will also be a great chance for me to test what I know and to
help me develop my own character through the process of
teaching and mentoring.”

The DHSB Book Group
would like to recommend
‘Any Human Heart’ by
William Boyd. This title was
chosen by Ms Davarian who
said, “This book centres
around the diary entries of
Logan Mountstuart, the
flawed but loveable protagonist of this moving novel.
Throughout his life and
relationships he always
manages to survive even the most difficult situations. I
recommended this book because it will make you
laugh, shock you and then probably make you cry at an
extraordinary life lived.”

Priscilla Alao said, “The academic mentoring programme, for
me, is an indescribably enriching experience.”

There is also lots to read on the new Devonport
Spectator website which can be found at
devonportspectator.co.uk Recent features written by
students include ‘Healthcare around the world’ and
‘When I went to court’.

I

nspired by the themes and photographers included
in the ‘Open For Business’ exhibition at the Plymouth
City Museum, Mrs Burdon and the DHSB photography
club worked with local independent businesses to
capture a snap shot of their products and the business
owner.
They were inspired by the close-up images of Magnum
photographer David Hurn highlighting the product and
process.
Students were keen to promote small local businesses,
working with Eclectic Interiors, Codmothers, Cross
Keys Estates and Il Pezzettino.

George Allan

C

Students involved include Elias Klockars, Cavan Lewis,
Cyryl Marchewski, Jaydon Weston, Tommy Woodward
and George Allan.
During the summer term, boys from Year 9 will be working with Cloudberry Cakes. They will be taking photographs of the cake making process and cupcakes.
A selection of the photographs will placed on the Open
for Business Blog and exhibited at the A level show at
Devonport Guildhall in July. A visit to the exhibition is
planned for March, along with a talk in school by local
photographer, Dom Moore.
Mrs Cushing

Jaydon Weston

Cyryl Marchewski

What are you doing now and what route did you take?
I'm currently Parliamentary Researcher to John Glen, Member
of Parliament for Salisbury (now part-time), and studying for a
Our school was founded in 1896. How does it make you feel Masters in Theological Ethics at the University of Oxford. I write
speeches, articles, briefings, and questions to government
to be joining a long line of distinguished Headteachers?
ministers for John, and will be returning to work for him full time
in the autumn. I read PPE at Oxford as an undergraduate, after
It will be a privilege and honour to be the next Headteacher of
leaving DHSB.
DHSB. The school has a rich heritage and I am proud to play a
part in the school’s history.
Any significant crossroads?
What will you say to students in your first whole school as- Choosing what to do after university was a significant crossroad, and it certainly set my path to working full time in politics.
sembly in September?
However, many of my friends worked in a job for one or two
years before changing, so it needn't define your future career
I will say I am extremely proud to be the Headteacher of DHSB
and I will take the opportunity to share my vision for the future of path.
the school.
What do you enjoy about your career?
I love working in politics. The variation of political life means
Do you have a message for parents and families?
that two days are never the same. There is a great buzz
Yes, I value the importance of strong relationships between the around the Westminster village. Working in politics involves
often working to tight deadlines and thinking on your feet but
school, parents and families and I am committed to enhancing
also has the opportunity for extended research and thoughtful
this in the future at DHSB.
work. It's a great combination of practical and intellectual
challenge.
I look forward to forging even stronger partnerships with our
Read more from Stuart at www.dhsb.org/watn
community.
ongratulations Mr Roberts on being appointed as the
next DHSB Headteacher.

T

hese pages can only give a summary of our
participation and success in sport so far this year.

Mrs Needham and Mrs Cory will be producing a
dedicated sports newsletter which will give a full roundup of participation and achievements.
Please also continue to follow the Head’s Blog each
week for up-to-date results and photos.

Well done to DHSB A team who have won the Devon
Wednesday League. They are chasing the ‘Invincibles’
title now! The final match will be played in April.

We have entered strong teams in the U16 and U14 age
groups of the Plymouth Schools Hockey League.

Our U13 and U15 cricket teams played in the Plymouth
Schools with the U13s progressing to the Devon finals.

Rugby has been very strong this year with the U12s
competing at the central venue competition to gain
experience.
The Year 8 and Year 9 teams are Devon Champions
with the Year 8s also taking the County Sevens title.

The DHSB B team is enjoying their best ever season
and are mid-table in the Devon Wednesday League.
The squad is 22 strong.
Year 11 students have been competing in two
competitions this season, the national cup and the
Plymouth cup.
Year 10 boys have made the school extremely proud
having made it to the quarter finals of the national cup.
Results of this match will be published in the Head’s
Blog.

Table tennis at DHSB regularly sees over 30 students
attending training each Tuesday. The U16s put in some
strong performances to win their group at the Devon
Schools championships and advance to the semi-finals
where they were defeated by the winners, Eggbuckland
School. The U13s performed strongly and won their
age group making them Devon Champions.

Congratulations to the DHSB U14 A team who won a
tight final 5 – 4 against Bishop Heber School to win the
Ultimate national title.
We’ve just heard that Thomas Ringrose, Toby Roberts
and Oscar Parsons have been selected for the GB U17
Ultimate squad.
Year 9 students Isaac Williams and Jake Hawson have
been selected to represent Plymouth.
Year 8 boys played in the Plymouth and Devon Cup.
Over 50 Year 7 students attend training each Friday
lunchtime and the team played in the first round of the
Devon Cup.

A

t the beginning of the year the PE Department successfully received a Sainsbury's School Games Silver Kitemark in
recognition of its commitment to the development of competition across both the school and the local community.
The award is supported by Sainsbury, the Youth Sport Trust and the Government and the standards for receiving a Kitemark
are extremely high. The award achieved shows that the school can offer a wide range of opportunities for students in both
lessons and its extra-curricular sporting events.
While the school does offer many traditional sports, this year has seen the development of many new clubs for the school.
By working with local sports teams the school now offers both American Football and Basketball clubs, run with the help of
Plymouth Blitz and Plymouth Raiders. The clubs regularly see experienced players come into school and take coaching
sessions. Dodgeball regularly sees over 30 students attend training each week which is led by a group of Year 10 students
allowing them to develop leadership and coaching skills whilst encouraging younger boys to take part in a new activity.
In November the school received a visit from the FA to
launch its Football Futures campaign and offer advice to
those interested in a future in football.
We are also working with Heather Fell, Olympic 2008
silver medallist.
Mr Murphy

O

n a cold and blustery night on the DHSB 3GAWP the
Leavers of 2013 took on a strong staff team that was
bolstered by three Year 13 students.
2014 leaver, Ross Martin, refereed the match and as soon as
the 2013 leavers kicked off with the wind behind them the ball
was in the back of the staff net! The staff team rallied and had
most of the possession in the first half but kept getting caught
off side due to a combination of some poor timing from
Mr Earley and some poor linesman decisions. The conditions
were also against them and they trailed 4-2 at the break.
Mr Orkney and Mr Bunney who had been very solid started to
make mistakes. First Mr Orkney fell over his own boot laces
allowing Nathan Vosper a shot on goal which was saved and
then Mr Bunney gave away a blatant penalty which
Kieran Wellington duly scored against Mr Huq in goal.
The staff team now had the wind behind them and Ben Casson
had also come off the bench. The 2013 leavers were struggling
and did not get another chance on goal with the staff finishing
as 11-5 winners.

Badminton at DHSB has seen an increase in participation in all
areas of the school sport and we have four competitive teams
representing the school. The success of these teams has been
significant with the U16 and U14 A teams winning the Plymouth
competition and finishing runners up in the Devon round of the
national competition.
Toby Leung is taking the game to a higher level by competing
in international competitions where he is gaining recognition
and success.

The U13 basketball team was placed as runners up in the
Plymouth Basketball Festival with some commanding
performances. The Year 11 team are currently third in the
Plymouth Basketball league and the Year 10s have 100%
record in the Plymouth competition.
Year 9s were successful in the Plymouth Schools competition
and were presented with their trophy during a Plymouth Raiders
match at the Pavilions.

DHSB made it three in a row by winning the Plymouth Indoor
Rowing Competition again this year.

Goals: Mr Earley (4), Mr Thomas (3), Tom Scott (2)
and Ben Casson (2).
Mr Huq

Cross Country continues to go from strength to strength with
DHSB winners of the Plymouth Schools League.
Nine students were selected to run in the Devon Championships with Jamie Williams, Tom Blackford, Jack Williams and
Jim Blackford selected to run for Devon.

Our U13 team were successful winners of the West Devon
indoor athletics championships.

M

r Riggs writes, I was lucky enough to be selected to go
on the Holocaust Educational Trust Advanced Course
in Jerusalem. This took place at the Yad Vashem, the Israeli
State Holocaust Memorial and Research Centre. As I am
writing this, we have seen the renewal of anti-Semitic attacks
on Jews in many different European countries at a time when
we should be learning about the evils of racial hatred that took
place in Europe during the Second World War. At this
particular time Holocaust education should sit centre stage.

as the particular circumstances that allowed anti-Semitism to
grow into genocide.
We were privileged to be invited to attend the Shabbat service
at the local synagogue. This was a liberal, but orthodox
synagogue in a building that also served as a local community
centre. The rabbi met us beforehand and gave us some
books in English so that we could follow the service. Men and
women were separated by a curtain down the centre of the
room and also sang different parts during the hymns which
created a rather magical stereo effect. The warm welcome as
well as the spiritual intensity of the experience, is something I
will never forget.
On a lighter note, you may be interested to learn that, despite
my worries about sinking to the sea-bed like a stone, even I
float in the Dead Sea!!!

The course was, by far, the most intensive learning
experience that I have ever had. Even now, some months
later, it is very difficult for me to encapsulate in a few words all
the lessons that I was able to learn. However, it very soon
became clear to me that Europe before the outbreak of war in
1939 contained numerous Jewish communities that played an
active and central role in the life and culture of so many
nations including Poland, Hungary, Russia and, of course,
Germany. It was not just the millions of people who perished
during the Holocaust, but a whole way of life and culture that
thrived in Europe for hundreds of years.

Overall, I had a magnificent time in Israel and I hope that I
have been able to share some of my experiences with our
students. I think that it will take me a considerable amount of
time to be able to organise all my thoughts about this most
horrendous episode in history, but the course has enabled me
to look at events historically rather than simply emotionally
and I hope that this will lead to a more complete learning
experience for our boys.
Mr Riggs

One of the main tasks of the Holocaust educator is to allow
students to appreciate the destruction of this culture as well

Any significant decisions?
Yes, the process of going back to study, having not done so
for four to five years was a big one and not one I would
recommend as it is hard to work and study at the same time.
Moving to London to study was a difficult decision as I had a
young family. However the rewards were worth the initial
sacrifice

What are you doing now?
I am a barrister, running my own employment consultancy as
well as lecturing in employment law at Plymouth University.
What route did you take to this point?
Unfortunately, I left school with no A levels so, after working in
bars and on building sites for a few years, I decided to take an
access course to get me onto a law degree.
Having graduated I studied for the Bar in London. I now work
mainly in the South West and London.

Advice for current students?
It is a cliche that you will hear over and over but take it from
me, you need to work hard. Whether you are naturally gifted
or not, there is a pool of talented people from all over the
world who are in competition for the job or career that you
want. When I visited the school, I was blown away by the
intelligence and sophistication of the responses given. If you
want to fulfil your potential take every opportunity to develop
your CV with as much work experience as you can to set
yourself aside from your competition.
Words of wisdom?
If you do not know what you want to do, do not panic. You are
a capable student or you would not be where you are. You
may just need a little time to find yourself, what you want to do
for a career. However, do not use that as an excuse, try hard
and you will succeed.
Read more from Alex at www.dhsb.org/watn

E

xciting changes are coming to the Learning
Commons! Anyone who has visited the Learning
Commons recently will be very aware of the change in
culture. There is a very relaxed atmosphere where
students are free to socialise, eat and drink, do homework, work on group projects, read and much more.

There will be comfortable seating, spaces for private
work, spaces for group work, the latest technology and
thought given to all aspects of learning.
Mr Forte

After a huge amount of planning and consideration by
staff and students, over the summer holidays we will be
working hard to redesign and reopen the amazing new
Learning Commons in September 2015.
This image is just for illustrative purposes but gives a
great insight into how the students would like their
space to look.

F

rom the architectural glories of Plymouth via the
Cubist paintings of World War One to the classics of
Renaissance Italy, there is a wonderful world of art and
culture to be discovered.
See well known and well loved images in a different
way. Experience the delight of discovery, the shock of
the new and push open the door to an understanding of
the diverse cultural experiences we can all share.

If you look at #dhsbartoftheday you will see that there is
already a plethora of examples on the feed. I would like
this to be a forum where anyone can place examples of
pieces they particularly love or which they think the
DHSB community should see.
Please capture an image, add a brief description of why
you think it is an amazing piece and tweet it to me at
@MCDHSB. I will ensure that it becomes the Art of the
Day for everyone to enjoy. All choices will be
credited!
Remember the image does not have to be just a
painting but can be a piece of sculpture, a building, a
photograph, an illustration, a poster, a decorative
feature, really anything
which you think will
fascinate, inform and
educate.

There is something amazing about discovering a new
piece of art which changes your view of the world, an
artist or painting which just
speaks to you, a breath-taking
building, an original piece of
public sculpture, an unexpected
juxtaposition of the old and the
I look forward to seeing
new, an illustration which brings
your suggestions and in
a favourite work of literature to
the meantime do please
life.
view some of the stunning
pieces already on
Last year we started using a
#dhsbartoftheday.
hashtag designed to introduce
members of our community to
Mr Macleod
some of the stunning works of
art around them.

T

hirty-one boys, mostly from Year 7, visited the Christmas Markets in Germany. Our base was in the youth
hostel in Monschau which is a spectacular castle. After arriving in this very beautiful little town in the Eifel
region we learned a little about the history of the town and the boys were given some free time to explore and visit
the shops.
From here we made two day visits to Cologne and Aachen both of which have impressive Christmas markets.
These are a very traditional part of life in Germany and attract visitors from all over the world. Our boys were very
impressed by the sights and smells that greeted them. In Cologne we enjoyed a guided tour of the Dom
(cathedral), the symbol of the city, and discovered a lot about its history and architecture. Some boys also visited
the Roman Germanic Museum to learn something about the city’s Roman past.
In Aachen the boys couldn’t wait to experience the
many delights of the Lindt chocolate outlet store – so
much choice! Everyone came away with a box of tasty
presents. In Aachen itself there was time again to
explore the Christmas market, speak some German
and buy something to eat – a Bratwurst or two.
As a group we toured the cathedral which is a
UNESCO world heritage site and where Charlemagne
is buried. We later enjoyed the German tradition of cake
and hot chocolate. All in all, a brilliant trip and a great
experience for all those boys at the start of their
language learning.
Mr Walsh

I

have been working in collaboration with Dr Jeremy
Goslin at Plymouth University and Ed Baines at
Plymouth High School For Girls to develop the use of a
galvanic skin response device as part of the
Psychology curriculum.

Amy Carter (Notre Dame) and Jack Skinner, two AS
students, have worked on developing an experimental
procedure which can be shared with next year's AS
group followed by teachers and students in Plymouth
schools.
Mr Tombs

This is a piece of equipment normally used by
psychologists at undergraduate level and beyond to
measure stress response. By bringing this device into
the school curriculum, we will be better able to develop
students' research skills, enabling them to succeed at A
level and to make an easier transition into university
study. The prototype device and software was
constructed by Plymouth University and Dan Shahin
has enabled the software to be available in school.

Large print copies of DHSB Today
and other school publications are
available on request.
Please contact the
Curriculum Support Centre on
01752 208787

DHSB Today is the newsletter of
Devonport High School for Boys
Reports and photos should be sent to the editor
Sarah Nicholson at sarah.nicholson@dhsb.org
School news is also published weekly on the
Head’s Blog at www.dhsb.org/blog
Follow us on Twitter @dhsboys and @kieran_earley

